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Latest Featured




LIVE UPDATES: Germany warns of Israeli-Lebanese war

The Israeli military said on Sunday that it had completed another step in preparing for a possible war along its northern front, where it has been trading fire with the Lebanese group Hezbollah for six months.
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Infographic video depicts Israel’s bombing and displacement of Gaza civilians

An infographic video by TRT World depicts Israel’s systemic bombing of adjacent areas in the Gaza Strip, starting from northern Gaza all the way to Rafah, pushing displaced civilians further south.
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Iran Foreign Minister inaugurates new site for consular services in Damascus

Iran’s Foreign Minister, Hossein Amirabdollahian inaugurated a new site for Iranian consular services in...
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Over 1m cases of infectious diseases reported in Gaza amid Israel onslaught

Gaza’s government media office has reported more than one million cases of infectious diseases...
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Israeli Defence Minister says forces withdrew from Khan Yunis 
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Egypt to send 300 trucks of aid into Gaza every day  
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Iran Foreign Minister inaugurates new site for consular services in Damascus
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Over 1m cases of infectious diseases reported in Gaza amid Israel onslaught
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Turkiye open to cooperation with UK on regional, global issues: Communications Director
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Irish FM: Israel war against Gaza constitutes clear breaches of international law
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3 Dutch aid organisations sue Netherlands over EU-Turkiye asylum deal
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Drone footage shows Gaza turned to wasteland since start of Israeli offensive
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Greek government launches special visit visas for Turks to improve ties
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Iran FM continues regional tour with Syria
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Gaza truce talks still deadlocked despite reports of progress, Hamas says
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Boris Johnson calls arms sale ban on Israel ‘shameful’ and ‘insane’
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Egypt releases activists who took part in pro-Palestine protests
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Saudi crown prince meets Pakistani premier and stresses India-Pakistan dialogue
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Israel’s strategic defeat and the resurgence of the Palestinian narrative




	
Adham Abu Selmiya



	
In the early hours of 7 October, a day now engraved in the annals of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the status quo was shattered. Much like the American experience in...
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What did Sisi say, and what did he mean?
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What military support does the US provide Israel?
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6 months on, where do Israel and the Palestinian resistance stand?
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Gaza gets ready to greet Eid with hunger, bombs and bullets
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Why didn’t the US use its veto against the UN Security Council ceasefire resolution?
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Resistance against another uprooting from the land of Palestine
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Will Iraq regain its glory? 
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Iran has many options for retaliation against Israel, but all are risky 
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Why do candidates affiliated with the regime in Egypt fail in union elections? 
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Infographic video depicts Israel’s bombing and displacement of Gaza civilians
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Alarming rise in casualties at Al-Aqsa Martyrs Hospital following Israeli shelling
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Israeli soldiers publish video detonating Palestinian homes
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Australian protestres pay tribute to children killed in Gaza
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Montage gathers Israeli soldiers’ videos of war crimes in Gaza
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Spanish politician urges government to end all ties with Israel immediately
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Israeli soldier destroys Palestinians’ property in Gaza
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Israel planning to further displace over a million civilians in Rafah as they plan upcoming invasion
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Brazil sees 'Palestine Square' reopened in southern city
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6 months on, where do Israel and the Palestinian resistance stand?
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Why didn’t the US use its veto against the UN Security Council ceasefire resolution?
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Gaza's children are being starved to death: MEMO in Conversation with Alexandra Saieh
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Change made visible: Interview with artist Mandy El-Sayegh
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Dismantle Israel’s ‘Anatomy of Genocide’: bring back UN Special Committee against Apartheid
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Appeasing Israel prevents neither deliberate air strikes nor genocide
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Why Israel insists on defending its lies about the October attack
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Irremediable defeat: Israel’s other unwinnable war
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‘These airdrops claim our lives’: Aid airdrops reveal international failure and complicity in dehumanising Palestinians
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Like the establishment of Israel, the ‘Red Heifer’ is yet another forced prophecy
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Gaza's children are being starved to death: MEMO in Conversation with Alexandra Saieh

This Palestinian Children’s Day Israel is blocking the entry of lifesaving humanitarian aid into Gaza and starving minors to death. Charities are unable to access aid that is waiting on the other side of the border and parts of Gaza remain completely off limits to them because of the occupation forces’ siege. Thousands face death, scores may have already died of malnutrition but we just don’t know about them, Save the Children’s tells MEMO. 
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Change made visible: Interview with artist Mandy El-Sayegh

Based on assemblage and cultural hybridity, the work of Malaysian-Palestinian artist Mandy El-Sayegh uses artifacts from contemporary culture to speak of the current political climate
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Refuge and Resistance: Palestinians and the International Refugee System

Reading Anne Irfan’s study on Palestinians and the UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees (UNRWA) at a time when Israel is committing genocide in Gaza illustrates how the allegedly apolitical premise of the UN cannot translate to neutrality, given that the agency is enmeshed with the UN, its donors and the Palestinian people themselves. While UNRWA’s mandate was primarily restricted to offering aid on a temporary basis, Israeli colonialism and the Israeli government’s refusal to allow Palestinians to return to their home transformed UNRWA. Mainly funded by powerful countries that hold a seat at the UN Security Council, Irfan’s book traces various strands of history and how these intertwine with internationalism, imperialism, Israeli colonisation and Palestinian refugees. Following […]
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Sfeeha (Meat pies)

I was always a little intimidated or hesitant to make dough and I know I am not ...
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